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SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
CAMPBELLTOWN
Glen Scotia, Victoriana
N: Elegantly oaky, with notes of toasty sugar and citrus peel.
P: More fruit forward on the nose, with dark berry juiciness at its
core.
F: Orchard fruits dusted with dark chocolate.

51.5%

£8.60

46.0%

£4.35

46.0%

£4.15

Sprinkbank, Hazelburn 10YO
N: Toffee apples, fresh honey and fragrant pears. Hints of vanilla.
P: Good mouth feel, paired with bright notes of vanilla and crunchia
bars. More, lively fruit notes underneath.
F: Oily and sweet on the finish.

Springbank 10YO
N: Big bodied with oaked aridity. The peat is present and quite
pungent with an earthen rootiness, Notes of exotic fruit and a hint of
salinity.
P: Full bodied, with a good helping of cereal sweetness. There is a
richness to the peat, with a dark nuttiness and whirling smoke.
F: Long and clean with a coastal tang and a trailing peat with oaked
dryness.
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SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
HIGHLAND
AnCnoc Flaughter
N: Oily with linseed, Peanut skins, Coffee and soot. Blackcurrent and
caramel emerge with a hint of salt.
P: Big and mouthcoating with peat. Barley, white peach and toffee
then fennel and a hint of mint.
F: Long. Nice and sooty to start with, nutty too before medicinal
iodine and more smoke emerge.

46.0%

£3.40

Ben Nevis 18YO (Independent bottling by Scotland Grindlay)
N: Nutty malt and marmalade with vanilla.
P: Clean cereal and oak, a whisp of smoke and spiced toffee.
F: A leafy note followed by more vanilla and warming spice.

52.6%

£10.60

46.0%

£4.15

54.7%

£12.00

Clyne Leash 14YO
N: Zesty, mandarin, tangerine, smoky.
P: Quite light, Great clarity. Orange, soft acidity. Dry oak. Mixed
fruits, vanilla, leather.
F: Quite long, bitter sweetness developing, spicy oak.

Darkness Fettercairn 20YO
N: Meaty dates and a little blackcurrant coulis, chalky grass and
pulses, boiled sweets and dried raisins.
P: Mouth coating, a drop of water helps reveal soft oak and more
dried fruit again supported by touches of boiled sweets
F: Bourbon biscuits and candied fruit.

Deanston Virgin Oak
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N: Fresh citrus, honeyed barley and a subtle hint of smoke.
P: Toffee sweets pop up first followed by a dollop of cream and oak
notes.
F: Oak spices on the finish.

46.3%

£3.90

40.0%

£3.90

Edradour 10YO
N: Medium, great complexity. Thourghly fruity, sherry, sweetness,
alluring vanilla.
P: Cloying, seductive murkiness. Rum, barley, toasted almonds.
F: Spiced fruitcake with crème anglaise.

Invergordon 18YO Pearls of Scotland (Independent bottling by Gordon

and Co.)

N: Green apple slices, ginger biscuits with a fresh hint of lemon.
P: Soft hints of filo pastry and delicious caramel coated orchard
fruits.
F: Lingering toffee and pear.

59.1%

£7.60

46.0%

£3.95

43.0%

£6.15

46.0%

£5.60

Loch Lomond Peated Single Malt
N: Heavy peat warming smoke, with soft fruit tones.
P: Warming and full, bonfire toffee and oak
F: Plums followed by a further whisp of smoke

Oban Little Bay
N: Dried apple chips, floral herbs and dried mint, candied orange and
a touch of milky coffee.
P: Chocolate with flakes of sea salt, cake topped with demmerera
sugar and cinnamon. Citrus returns on the mid palate.
F: Spiced with cinnamon and ginger.

Tomatin Cu Bocan Virgin Oak
N:Lively citrus fruits- lime juice and lemon sorbet. Oak driven
flavours of vanilla, coconut and candyfloss soon emerege with rose
water red berries and pineapple in the background.
P:Warm pecan pie with vanilla ice cream, baked apples with
cinnamon and toffee and justg a touch of smoke.
F:Clean and zingy with a pleasant spice.
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Wolf Burn Single Malt
N: Initially sweet with notes of fruit and fresh sea air.
P: Sweet and nutty tones come to the fore, with just a hint of
peatsmoke.
F: Well-rounded and balanced with a delicate fruit and smoke finish.

46.0%

£5.50

SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
ISLAND

Arran, Machrie Moor Peated 3rd Edition
N: Toasty peat wafts up at first, backed up by notes of fresh summer
berries and tropical fruit..
P: Grilled pineapple, raspberries and custard. A smokey richness
persists throughout the entire palate
F: Lingering oakey vanilla on the finish.

46.0%

£5.90

46.8%

£7.15

46.0%

£5.70

57.0%

£7.95

Highland Park Dark Origins
N: Dusty baking spices and cocoa, Cinnamon, vanilla, dates, a touch
of blackcurrent and liquorice and an interplay between dark and
milk chocolate.
P: Sweet fragrant peat emerges with nutty melted milk chocolate and
a little orange.
F: Long and sweet, a little dried chocolate and a hint of heather
smoke

Jura Prophecy
N: some peat, aniseed, oily, dry and pungent.
P: Smoky and dry. A muscular, powerful Jura with notes of nutmeg,
cardamom and sea spray.
F: Good length, with punchy dry peat smoke, coal tar and dry herbal
notes.

Talisker 57’ North
N: Pungent and full, citrus and peat smoke. Hints of peppered oak,
sea spray and a little kelp.
P: Thick and full, creamy Manuka honeyand lemon juice. Notes of
peppered oak and spice.
F: Long with black pepper and dried oak.
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Tobermory 18YO
N: Light and fresh, Notes of barley sugars and toasted cereals. Hints
of winter spice and soft oak with traces of salted melted butter and
ground ginger.
P: Sweet and light. Honey and oak, the smoke and peppers therof rise
gently with a touch of dried fruit and cinnamon.
F: Long and herbal with a touch of pepper.

46.3%

£7.50

46%

£5.95

Carn Mor Strictly limited Ledaig 8YO
N: Marmalade on toasted brown bread, oatcakes and a hint of seasalt.
P: Light wafts of raisin and yellow plum, still rich in smoky peaty notes.
F: Powerful smoke on the finish.
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SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
ISLAY
Ardbeg 10YO
N: A ridge of vanilla leads to a mountain of peat capped with citrus
fruits, circled by clouds of sea spray.
P: Sweet vanilla counterbalanced by lemon and lime followed by that
surging Ardbeg smoke that we all know and love.
F: Long and glorious, sea salted caramel and beach bonfire smoke.

46.0%

£4.60

50.0%

£4.30

Bruchladdich Classic Laddie
N: Elegantly sweet with honeyed barley, boiled sweets and orange
petals. Wafts of sea air.
P: Red apples and white grapes with touches of cinnamon and brown
sugar. Unpeated but still softly coastal.
F: Mineral rich malt with toffee and more honey.

Bunnahabain 9YO Provenance (Independent bottling by Douglas Laing)
N: Honeyed barley at first before a bust of fresh spice.
P: Still quite sweet with honey and vanilla. Spicy fresh ginger notes
add a lovely warmth.
F: Very slightly coastal. Drying.

46.0%

£4.30

43.0%

£8.50

Caol Ila 18YO
N: Aromatic, darkness. Herbal, Vegetal. Grassy, creamy malt
P: Big, refined sweetness, Leafy. Well integrated oak, smoke, oily,
peat, barley.
F: Long, herbal notes, gentle smoke, soft peat, oily wood.

W. M. Cadenhead Caol Ila 10YO
N: Lavender and peat smoke mingle together backed up by leaves
and sharp green apple.
P: Yelllow plum, chopped herbs and a bit of meaty smoke. Lavender
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continues also.
F: Sea salt flakes and toffee pennies melt to a final whisp of smoke.

46.0%

£6.20

57.1%

£4.50

46.0%

£5.60

48.0%

£5.35

43.0%

£4.45

Port Askaig 100% Proof
N: Deep smoky peat , herbal notes, oak, grassy and coastal.
P: Sublimely smooth malty notes, peat, peppery spices, tannins and a
touch of fruit
F: Faint iodine, coastal notes, malt.

Kilchoman Sanaig
N: Pineapple chunks and white grapes. Hints of fresh coffee carry the
earthy subtly spicy peat.
P: More light fruits (this time the peachy variety), with dark
chocolate raisins and a whisper of red berries. The peat grows and
grows, with a little black pepper too.
F: Quite long with coastal peat lasting

Laphroaig Quarter Cask
N: Oily and buttery nose, with a toffee nuttiness, hickory, rum raisin
ice cream and zest.
P: Big rush of sweetness with a firy chilli heat. TCP, Sweet cereals
and a touch of cola syrup.
F: Medium length but becomes fruity, with custard and cigar smoke.

Smokehead – The Rock Edition
N: SMOKE!! Thick and full, Lapsang souchong. Cool wood smoke
P: Big, puckering peat. Smoky fruity sweetness, touch of sherry and
sultanas, herbal.
F: Herbal, tangy fruits and more peat smoke!
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SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
LOWLAND
Alisa Craig, Alisa Bay
N: Custard and some phenolic ash, becoming more chalky and cereal
driven with subtle golden syrup.
P: Meaty and peaty, the dry chalky cereal gives way to cinnamon
sweets.
F: Sweet, smoky and drying with a hint of vanilla.

48.9%

£5.95

43.0%

£5.15

43.0%

£3.95

Auchentoshan Three Wood
N:Cooked fruit, sherry, toffee and a rum like quality.
P: Rich. Liqueur cherries in dark chocolate, more sherried fruits, ripe
dark fruits, Hints of a black forrest gateaux.
F: Superb, led by dark treacle and toffee notes, with chewy wooded
notes, all ballenced with a green fruit edge.

Glenkinchie 12YO
N: Light yet fragrant. Fresh cereal and grist some barley sweetness
and a nutty tone.
P: Fruity with notes of madeira and sweet stewed fruits. A hint of
calvados and tanning oak lining the mouth.
F: Medium length with notes of cereal and a fresh fruit greenness.

Strathclyde 25YO Old Particular (Independent bottling by Douglas

Laing)

N: Inviting whisper of cream, candied ginger, banana and a whisper
of coffee.
P: Light oak, chocolate, passionfruit and orange
F: Lingering Citrus

50.5%

£8.20
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Glengoyne 21 YO
N: Oak, barley. Red fruits.
P: Barley and oak, winter spice, cider. A touch of honey and more red
fruits.
F: More oak and barley, smooth and lasting.
NB: This whisky was the winner of a gold medal at the San Francisco
world spirits competition it has been matured in first fill European
Oak sherry casks for the full 21 years. It is also probably the finest
whisky I have ever tried. Liz: General Manager The Devonshire Cat.

46%

£12.00
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SCOTTISH SINGLE MALT
SPEYSIDE
Aberlour A’Bundah
N: Heavilly sherried malt, dark chocolate, walnuts and clove.
P: Sweeter and fruitier on the palate with bags of orange segments
and black cherries developing against the intense chrismas spices.
F: A little bit of damp tobacco lingers alongside mocha and sweet
sherry.

58.0%
to
62.0%

£5.15

40.0%

£12.15

46.0%

£7.95

Balvenie 21YO Port Wood Finish
N: Elegant, white peach and a faint puff of smoke.
P: Surprisingly delicate. Abounding but fine. Her sublime mouth feel
carries red fruit, raisins, an edge of white grape and a very floral
honey.
F: Cocoa, slightly bitter as it tails away gracefully.

BenRaich 16 YO
N: Fruity and fresh. Honey’d sweetness. Touch of dryness
P: Medium. Sweet barley and vanilla. Buttery, some apple peel.
Perhaps a spot of peat.
F: Medium length, some caramel, dark sugar and a punch of peat.

Braeval 14YO Old Particular (Independent bottling by Douglas Laing)
N: Dark Honey, a little redcurrant with light wood spice.
P: Subtle creamy cereals and hints of that fruity sherry cask
influence.
F: Caramel and roasted barley.

48.4%

£5.90

40.0%

£3.85

Cragganmore 12YO
N: Aromatic, floral. Heather, fruit salad, creamy texture. Smoked
almonds, stemmy hay.
P: Rich, honey, stone fruits, chestnuts, walnuts, almonds and berries.
F: Smoky, good length, delicate peppery spice.
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Glen Moray 17YO (Independent bottling by William Cadenhead)
N: Buttered toast, sliced almond, gingerbread and a touch of yellow
plum.
P: Vanilla-rich with touches of caramel and chocolate. Elegant.
Somewhat earthy barley develops.
F: Nutty with a touch of baking spice.

55.8%

£7.35

Glenburgie 10YO (Independent bottling by Gordon and McPhail)
N: Full and rich with notes of sherried sultanas and dried mixed peel.
Notes of oak and chewy tannins, and a slightly phenolic sulphury
note of bitumen.
P: Sweet with winter berries and mixed fruit and nuts.
F: Gentle and supple with a little toasted malt loaf.

40.0%

£3.40

43.0%

£5.15

58.5%

£6.15

43%

£4.95

Glenfiddich IPA (Experimental series)
N: An elegant harmony of fresh green apple, William’s pear and
spring blossom. Complimented with aromatic hops and fresh Herbs.
P: Vibrant with a zesty citrus note followed by creamy vanilla and a
hint of fresh hops.
F: Enduring sweetness with an echo of green hops.

Tamdhu Batch Strength
N: Fruit and nut notes, sultanas, orange peel, apricot jam and sweet cereal.
P: Orchard fruits and rich oak, more sultanas, Victoria sponge and sherried
peels.
F: Pain au chocolat, red currents and lemon biscuits.

Linkwood Flora and Fauna series
N: Quite green, thick. Herbal, nutty, oily. Almond.
P: Medium, oily. Honey, pine oil. Maly, almond.
F: Quite long, dry, touch of anise.
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WORLD WHISKIES
CANADA
Black Velvet
Bottling Note:
A truly wonderful blended whiskey from Canada, fruity rye notes, caramel
and candied fruit and mixed peels, easy drinking, a smooth dram.

40.0%

£3.50

ENGLAND
The English Whisky Co. 5YO (Independent bottling by That Boutique

whisky company)

N: Initial ash before sweet shortbread makes itself known. Orange,
cape gooseberries, touches of Barbecue sauce and rubbed mint leaves.
P: With a little water added there is Angel delight and apple pie
along with touches of camphor.
F: Sweet barley with lingering smokiness.

49.5%

£6.15

51.4%

£5.15

JAPAN
Nikka from the Barrel
N: Medium body with good balance. There are notes of fresh cut
flowers, fruit, spices and a little oak.
P: Full bodied and punchy. Winter spice and toffee, caramel and
vanilla and a good mouthful of fruit.
F: Long warming and fruity with a little oaken spice.
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SWEDEN
Mackmyra Svensk Ek
N: Sweet and spicy, toasted oak, lemon cake and apple pie.
P: Darker, earthier spices, cashew nut, toffee. Raspberry and black
pepper. Milk chocolate.
F: Vanilla, with hints of mint and chilli.

46.1%

£5.35

46.0%

£5.50

41.1%

£4.60

NETHERLANDS
Millstone 10YO French Oak
N: Nutty on the nose, walnuts, peanuts and even some sweet peanut
brittle. White pepper develops alongside coffee beans. A hint of pear
and banana come through after a couple of minutes in the glass.
P: Creamier than the nose might suggest, with a hint of caramel,
vanilla and salted butter at its core.
F: White pepper from the nose returns for the finish along with
plenty of juicy sultana notes.

WALES
Penderyn Independence Madeira Cask Finish
N: Sweet, medium body. Herbal, vanilla sweetness, resin, sultanas
toast.
P: Thick and sweet, spices, biscuit, custard.
F: Fresh, crisp spices, stem ginger.
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BLENDED WHISKIES
Compass Box Enlightenment
Producer's Tasting Note:
Fresh, vibrant and uplifting with a mouthfeel that is moreish and
mouth-watering. On the nose you will find bright apple and pear,
vanilla cream and light violet; on the palate soft spice, gentle citric
notes and more of that uplifting orchard fruit character.

46.6%

£6.65

40.0%

£3.50

46.0%

£3.70

40.0%

£3.60

Sheep Dip
N: Fragrant with notes of the coast, tangy, malty, honey, toffee.
Youthful.
P: Rich, warming, malty, young and spirity.
F: Punchy, tangy.

Wemyss Spice King
N: Peppery, fruity and malty with notes of cinnamon, orange zest and
hints of coconut.
P: Spicy with nutmeg, black pepper, toasted barley and lightly
charred oak.
F: Rich and intense with coconut oil and malt on the tail.

The ONE
Producer’s Tasting Note:
Slightly smoky, sweet and fruity, nutty, with hints of spice.

IRISH WHISKIES
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Connamara Peated
N: Well smoked and peated. Heather freshness and floral notes with
a honeyed sweetness and a little wood.
P: Full and smooth with notes of malt and peat, honeyed smoke and
barley sweetness
F: Long and pungent with honey and peat smoke.

40.0%

£3.90

46.0%

£6.70

40.0%

£3.50

46.0%

£5.15

Knappogue 14YO Twin Wood
N: Malty, with a good balance of vanilla and dark chocolate coming
through.
P: Oak-y spice comes to the fore on the palate, with continued nutty
chocolate notes and a touch of dried fruit.
F: The Sherry cask influence persists on the finish.

Pogues
Producer’s Tasting Note:
The Pogues Irish Whiskey is a unique blend of 50% 10-year single malt Irish whiskey
aged in sherry oak casks and seven year old single malt Irish whiskey aged in bourbon
oak casks and 50% four year Irish grain whiskey aged in bourbon oak casks. The liquid
has an aroma of malts and cracked nuts, with a sweet taste and a smooth, intense
flavour. Notably, West Cork is Ireland’s only whiskey producer to malt its own barley,
enabling exceptional precision and control over flavour profile. It is distilled using
ingredients indigenous to Ireland, including locally grown grain and spring water from
the idyllic River Ilen. It’s carefully crafted in small batches in handmade copper stills
at West Cork’s distillery in Skibbereen, the cultural home of Irish whiskey.

Teeling Single malt
N: Intense white grape juiciness on the nose, joined by fresh malt
and Rolos, developing into white chocolate the longer it's in the glass.
P: An elegant expression, this. Well placed fruit, backed up with
cinnamon and white pepper. A touch of dried flower petals along the
way. Strawberries?
F: Definitely strawberries, with fresh double cream too!

AMERICAN WHISKIES
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Buffalo Trace
N: Spicy and sweet with caramel, creamy toffee eclairs, hints of
cinnamon, rum spice and cereal sweetness.
P: Brown sugar, toffee apple, sweet oak, custard, oily espresso beans,
a touch of chocolate-covered raisins and toasty wood.
F: Good length with sweet spices, cinnamon gum and toffee.

40.0%

£3.40

60.0%

£6.30

45.0%

£5.30

47.0%

£3.70

40.0%

£3.60

Dry Fly Straight Wheat Whiskey
Bottling Note:
Cask strength whiskey from Dry fly distillers in Spokane,
Washington. You don’t see many cask strength wheat whiskeys these
days. A bold expression with plenty of character and power behind it.

Eagle Rare 10YO
N: Toasted oak gives way to flamed orange peel and maple syrup.
P: Honey, buttered bread, oily walnuts and a touch of red fruit.
F: Vanilla, oak spice and a little bit of old leather.

Elijah Craig 12YO
N: Quite thick and full. There is a beautiful sweetness with notes of
toasty oak, toffee, spicy stewed fruits, a touch of resin and a lovely
crème anglaise character.
P: Full and sublimely smooth with notes if stewed Bramley apples,
malmsey, a touch of aniseed and a hint of spice.
F: Good length with toasty oak notes and a creamy sweetness.

Jack Daniels Gentleman Jack
N: Spicy nose with caramel, charred oak and a little aniseed.
P: Liquorice-led palate with oak and cinnamon, a touch of banana
too.
F: Roasty and toasty finish, plenty of spice and citrus too.

Knob Creek
N: Quite spicy and sweet. Melted salty butter on granary toast,
toasty oak and a touch of rye with caramel sweetness.
P: Peppy and full. Notes of candy floss and nut oil, a touch of spice
and dark chocolate, a little spice and charred oak.
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F: Long with a touch of dryness, nut oils and vanilla spice.

50.0%

£3.80

45.0%

£3.40

42.4%

£5.90

46.0%

£4.30

50.0%

£5.00

43.2%

£3.70

Makers Mark
N: Fruity and rich. There are lovely notes of spiced honey and mixed
peels, a little malmsey, hazelnut and a touch of cut fruit with toasty
oak providing a backbone.
P: Rich and full. There are notes of rye and spice, barley malt, a little
nut oil with butterscotch and vanilla.
F Quite sweet with butterscotch and dry oak spice.

Michter’s Straight Rye
N: Big heaps of cherries and vanilla, with subtle notes of leather and
tobacco.
P: Rather hot at first, the spices coming to the forefront. This is
followed by peaches, more cherries and a little bit of orange zest.
F: A smoky finish, carried by cinnamon, allspice and a hint of
sweeties.

Redemption Hi Rye Bourbon
N: Very big and spicy (what did we expect?!), toasted oak, vegetal
notes, allspice and anise.
P: More dark spices, star anise, treacle and a hint of espresso.
F: Did we mention it was spicy?

Roughstock Montana Sweet Corn Whisky
N: Spiritous and sweet, the fresh corn comes through here.
P: Warming with crisp buttered corn.
F: Phewee! That's some mighty fine spirit, boy.

Woodford Reserve Kentucky Bourbon
The nose is quite thick and creamy. There are notes of honey and spice,
leather, a touch of cocoa, a little smoke, toasty oak and vanilla cream with a
hint of butterscotch. The palate is thick and full. There are notes of espresso
beans, winter spice, cereal sweetness, plenty of rye, ground ginger, almond
oil, toasty oak and a little rum. The finish is long and mature with notes of
cereals and toasty oaken spice.
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